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Updating of data through atomic ring 

 Model in Big data 
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ABSTRACT-- Big data is the collection of huge data that is been transacted and analyzed in day to day 

basis. Data analysis is the huge task to be manipulated in time to time basis. Updating and prediction of data is the 

uphill task and it is a greatest challenge to provide a updated information to the user. Atomic ring based pattern 

will provide a differentiation between old data and updated data among the data to the user. Pruning process will 

remove the older data when the new data gets updated.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Big data is data centric technology which needs a procedure of updating of data at once while updating the data 

it has issues based on the nature of the data novice. As the data manipulation large in the Big Data it has number 

of challenges to be sorted out with solutions. Those challenges are discussed in this paper  

Major challenges can be listed as 

                                                      Data safety 

                                                      Data seclusion  

                                                      Data segregation  

                                                      Data Streaming  

• Data safety 

As the big data is the technology that grows day by day in enormous manner the security is one of major issue. 

In that as data flow increases in time basis providing a security in time concern is major issue and research are 

going on for sorting out a solution for it. [1] 

 

• Data seclusion  

Data seclusion is the privacy the data owner who expect. Even his personal data is exposed to world when 

comes as data in the internet arena. Privacy is one of the issue that the technology is tending to find a better solution 

for it. [1] 
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    .  Data Segregation 

  Data segregation is the form of data sorting in large manner for the big data .It’s not an easy task as the 

tremendous data are pouring in second to second. Ordering the data based on time period is the major task. To be 

sorted as solution in the big data technology. This data segregation is taken as a work for this research proposal. 

 

     . Data Streaming  

Data streaming is the one of the property of the big data in data handling technique. The streaming of the data 

should be handled with care, if there is any delay in streaming the quality of service will be considered a major 

issue. To rectify the problem researchers are sorting with certain number of challenges to be met out. The proposed 

work will try to get solution for the streaming based issues. 

  

II. DATA STREAMING CHALLENGES IN BIG DATA 

Time factor: The system of the big data is designed in which to handle hefty amount data in short period of 

time in effective manner. This is one concern In another concern the data should be accuracy and usable for the 

other process. Till now the time based data handling procedures are not effective .It lags in either in data synthesis 

or in time. Speed of data accumulation varies sector to sector and field to field. For this concern a methodology is 

proposed to handle the accuracy of the data and accumulation of the data in better manner. Processing time of the 

data is taking a long time for processing large data that is accumulating in very short period of time. The data is 

also changing in varying speed .It is a major task that a streaming algorithm faces .The proposed algorithm takes 

this challenge to solve this by segregating the data based on the time is generated .This keeps the data in different 

levels to manipulate and retrieve whenever it needs in required form. 

Relaying on old streaming and clustering Techniques : This is an factor that can also be consider as an 

challenges to solve .The old streaming methods don’t have proper ordering  methods to sorting the data based on 

the time of data developed or generated .Clustering is not so accurate . The similar name based different ideology 

is considered as a similar character and grouped in a single common domain. This possess a challenges to solve. 

This issue is solved through new proposed algorithm in that .New algorithm separates  the old data with new data 

based on the time data is made update and generated .By this a clarity is obtained among the data.  

Scalability based hurdles: generally the big data want to handle huge amount of data, In the limited time period. 

Big data feels the heat at present to handle huge amount of data in a short limited period .This issue is somewhat 

of major task to meet with, with some hefty work. Because the networking of systems to make a reach among the 

people us and also huge. Categorizing of data based on time and time of data made to be update and changes based 

on new time is factor to sort the data, in which is the one of the major  function of big data .The proposed system 

will try to separate the data based on time it is generated.  

Security of the Data: Privacy of the data is one of the major concern that cannot be avoided while processing 

the data. Without the privacy of the data .The data can be tampered or it can be eavesdropped. The chance of 

masquerade attack has much possible in this point of big data, data manipulation .The most expected research 

proposal should meet out the security breaches challenges. The proposed work is tailor made to meet out data 
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streaming based concern. Work has the provisions of security of encrypting data, while the data is been moved 

from one level to another. While data is updated.  

 

III. DATA SEGREGATION IN BIG DATA 

Separating the data based on the data nature is segregating the data in this data segregation can be done based 

on many categories those are nature of the data, time of data update, type of data. This three categories of data are 

taken into consideration issues is been identifies and solutions are sorted out. 

 

Data Segregation based on Nature of Data  

Data segregation data are many types based on the sectors the data are identified in an organization itself there 

are different types of data can be identified and it can be sorted out. Sector wise data are varied .based on the field 

the data can be varies that data are to be separated based on their nature. 

 

 Data Segregation based on type of Data 

It is general, the data segregation is made based on the type of the data, enormous segregation can made through  

type of data .Data are in the form of document image or in the form of media files. Segregation of data is happens 

to make the data handling in a simpler manner.  

 

Data Segregation based on Time  

Data segregation can also be done based on the time data got generated. Data newness has been considered as 

a one of the important feature in the big data environment for the data users. Newness of the data is always 

connected with information system success. An authorized agent for the data newness should be identified to prove 

the data quality from the particular person or agency.This kind of data segregation is most hectic to segregate, 

because this segregation of data changes time to time. Data update will be pouring in seconds. A model is required 

to monitor the data movement so a model is proposed based on Atomic ring structure type. 

Generally time of the data is essential as the time period of data updating that takes place based on the time 

period of data change can be categorized as second, minute and hour based time data update. Based on this 

sequence time based data segregation can be sorted as. 

(i)Second based data update 

(ii)Minute based data update 

(iii)Hour based data update. 

 

(i)Second based data update 

Some of the data update normally change time to time for example when it is considered some scientific results 

show difference in seconds and in microseconds too. In sports lie athletes the results are changes in time seconds. 

The measured index points show the time difference in seconds to seconds. That update change can be done 

through big data model through data segregation. 
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(ii)Minute Based data Update 

Minute based data update is somewhat normally happens in most of the fields and its expected one also .In 

most of the sports events the minute based data change is expected. Other than sports event .Normally news update 

is made in the time span between 5, 15, 30, 45, minute. 

This time change record is essential that to be update in proper sequence manner, that data also makes a 

considerable data change and value change. If time sequence changes. 

 

(iii)Hour based data Update. 

Hour based data update can expected while counting election votes .This makes considerable change in data 

number that to be considered  as a proper data change time sequence, based on that also data update is considered 

. In normal news update happens in hour basis .This also considered for Time based Data Segregation for proper 

differentiation to identify which data is earliest and which is in old in the record is recorded .For analysis purpose 

in big data. 

To classify the data according to time sequence a novel algorithm can be designed and compared with 

prominent algorithm based on the proposed algorithms techniques. 

 Different types of study is made on time based data .The time based data needs the accuracy and newness of 

the data .to transfer the data from one person to another old data lacks accuracy. An auditing tool should be 

considered to differentiate the newness of the data by comparing with the existing data. This technique should 

reveal the novelness of the data to the user. 

In this proposed work the dimensions of the novelness of the data is measured in the basis of time of freshness. 

As we consider for any food product that is bought from the market , its freshness is evaluated as 1 day fresh 

product , 1 week old product or 1 month old produt .Likewise the freshness  or novelness of the data is measured 

as 1 minute before data , 10 mins before data or 1 hr before data. 

 

IV. DATA NOVELNESS  

Data novelty is described here with some measuring aspects, technology and analysis .Some areas that affects 

the analysis and incorporating o data novelty. A overall study and summarization is analysed of concept workout 

feasibility.  

In another aspect the novelness of the data is measured with certain measuring aspects or scales those aspects 

and scales are defined here. As currently data, obsoleteness of data, Novelness of the data, Timeliness of the data. 

Currently Data; this aspect is time based, the actual time of the data revealed and the current nature of the data 

.The difference of the data period is measured here as n. 

Obsoleteness of Data; this factor of measuring aspect is meant to measure the accuracy of the data. This may 

differ from source to source. This also is one of the important factor to be considered for measuring the nature of 

the data. 

Novelness of the Data; This also comparison on basis of tuples level .The comparison is the level of various 

attributes of database. This will be an accurate mode of measuring the novel nature of a data in root level. 
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Deviations in the data is also identified in this way of measuring approach. Deviations are mentioned in percentage 

basis. 

Timeliness of Data: This factor measures both the features like query time and nature of the data at the period 

of query. This somewhat different aspect, because mostly answers are expected for query within fraction second. 

But in data collection query may take its own time period to receive the answer. So the user have to compare the 

difference in the data at the time of the query. Arise and at the time answer received. So this difference in data is 

considered as a factor of measurement. 

The data from the source is changeable in nature. Based in the different types of views and other supporting 

parameters the consistency of the message or the data is not trustworthy or it’s not maintaining the accuracy as the 

user expects, In this scenario novelty of the data is definitely expected for the other related works.   

Here another two factors can be considered as metrics for measuring the novlness of the data .They are Caching 

and Virtual systems .These two metrics are in opposite in its nature but measuring novelness of the data. 

Caching:  Here the data is considered as novel in nature and data novelness is considered as current data, so 

while refreshing the last data which was stored as last as updated data .This caching will update the last data which 

was finally stored before refreshment. 

Virtual system: It is quite different than caching, here novelness of the data is not much important, but the time 

span is given a preference. The updated information for last one hour or a particular time period is taken into 

consideration mostly minimum of time span is taken ,it vary according to the field of domain it varies  .This is 

taken into consideration and presented as new, till the time interval, then it is renewed. 

The time span of novelness of the data is categorized in three different types based on their duration of novel 

character they are Constant data, fast changing data, duration based changing data. 

Constant data; these data would not change mostly like date of birth, street name like wise, some rules numbers. 

Fast changing data ; These data will changed with in particular short time duration minimum within  seconds 

maximum with in a day .These data are been handled mostly with quick modulations daily. Maximum all the data 

are categorized in this data.  

Duration based changing data; these data takes more than a day to change, weekly data, and prices of consumer 

commodities some stock exchange share.  

 

V. SYSTEM BASED SUPPORT  

The novelness of the data is sometimes based on the user the extracted information need to be properly 

presented to the user in accepting format It has some process like extraction ,integration and delivery in the form 

the user accepts. As the user access of the data is based on the query process .The answers to the queries of the 

user can be categorized into three different categories they are. 

Cache answers, virtual answers, materialized answers. These are different form of answering to the queries of 

the user. To meet their query and to accept the answer. 

Cache answers: cache answers are which is based on the multiple queries from the different users are 

categorized into a set of the questions in the name of frequently asked questions. Whatever the form of question. 
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It is made to be answered with certain set of answers. Which will not deviate with question that is raised by the 

user. 

Virtual answers: Here whatever the query is the system will try to get answers from the sources in web or from 

different sources. If the system receives different types or different answers from the sources.  The answering 

systems will correlate all the answers and reply with a single form of answer in user accepting format. 

Materialized answer: In this form of answer are direct answering form for the queries of the users. As a search 

engine does. This is somewhat natural and actual answering methodology that answers are reliable .The answers 

are novel in nature. 

Here virtual answers and cache answers to the user query does not possess the freshness of the data rather 

materialize data possess somewhat the new information the user requires as the user arises new form of queries 

often and answers are also delivered in the new form. 

Synchronization of the Data  

In this methodology the updated data and query is matched with in the synchronizing method as the query is a 

separate part and the data are in different configure. Both should be linked to match each other. As the research 

part the data will be always in the update as it is segregated based on its generating time. It is clearly clustered 

based on the time of the data is been developed in the each of the sectors those sectors are linked with the data that 

is required. 

For the Big Data this mode of synchronization of the data is required on the basis of the time. Here there is no 

such grouping of data in the big data based on the time of data creation and replacing the old data with the new 

one. Here in this model an entirely new approach is introduced by that a clear view of the data is visualized by the 

user. Confusion based on the data is averted.    

 

VI.  ATOMIC RING STRUCTURE MODEL FOR DATA SEGREGATION 

This model of data segregation is structuring the data in a form of atomic ring model in which the each and 

every data unit are placed in the form of ring structure.  

Atomic Ring Structure Model  

The tiny atomic nucleus is the center of an atom constituting positively charged particles protons and uncharged 

particles neutrons. On the other hand, the extra nucleus part is a much larger region which is composed of a cloud of 

negatively charged particles called an electron. Electrons revolve around the orbit or center of the nucleus. The attraction 

between the protons and electrons holds the structure of an atom together. 

 

VII. APPLYING ATOMIC RING MODEL FOR DATA SEGREGATION 

This model is based on the atomic model that was applied in the chemistry for the atomic model. This model 

is chemistry based model applied for data segregating from new data to old. 

In normal atomic model there will various energy level rings around nucleus and proton that present in middle 

of the atom. Similarly consider the data source point at the centre of the data segregation point. Based on the data 

update the data will be moved from first level to next level, based on the data freshness. Recent update data will 

be in nearest ring of the data source. Old data will be moved from one level of data circle to another data circle. At 
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one point old data will be out of the data segregation ring. The old data that is in the last level of the atomic ring 

model will be moved to the atomic structural model which maintains the old data in same manner. The old datum 

will be moved likewise from this kind of structure to structure as a simple record to stored and retrieved back as a 

reference in future.[2] , [3] , [4]    

 

 

  

Figure 1: Atom structure. 

 

In this atomic structure Fig: 1 it is noticed that center point is nucleus which is the main source of the atom .let 

it be considered as the data source. Then it is revolved by the number of rings in that there are number of electrons 

based on rings the number of the atoms will be increased. Likewise most recent update of data will be less 

comparing to the other data. As it is in the atom most recent data will be near to the data source that is in center. It 

is surrounded old data. 

As the electrons which are in outside of the ring or out of the control of the nucleus will be losing the rotation 

similarly the old data will be out of the data consideration. It will be out of the data server. By that old data will be 

pruned from the data server.[3] 

 

VIII. ALGORITHM FOR DATA PROPAGATION ONE LEVEL TO ANOTHER 

LEVEL 

Step 1: Initially the new data Nd  is generated at nucleus at the center point that is called as source point let it 

be server drive  slot which maintains new data.  

Step 2:  A time interval Nt     is provided to monitor the freshness of the data.  

Step 3:  Le the interval be (Nt -Nt- 1) ,it is based on the flow of data determined by the speed of data that 

emerging out in the time sequence. 

Step 4: After the time sequence data which is in the time slot moves from one server drive slot to another. 
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Step 5:Let the server can be divided into n number of drives which can be considered as energy levels in the 

atom. (K,L,M,N,O,P) . 

Step 6:Data in the Nucleus i.e source point is also a server drive where data is initially stored. After the given 

time interval the data is moving on KNd after the time interval; (Nt -Nt- 1) is consider as Td the data is as  KNd Td  

Step 7: Nd  is changeable based on flow of speed of data v ,so the speed of the can be  considered as vTd The 

propagation of data from one drive slot to the another drive slot is considered as on vTd So  KNd . vTd = L .Td  

Step 7: Similarly the data will propagate from one drive to another drive slot based on the time sequence and 

nature of data flow till the end of the drive slot i.e P energy level then the drive slot is renamed as PNd  . Similarly 

vTd  is applied to make the out of the server as it is old data as per the time concern.[2] 

Step 8: In this point the data is totally transferred to another server which maintains the older data in the similar 

format. 

Step 9: likewise data will be moving from one server to another as the electron moves from one energy level 

to another level. Similarly the old data will be moved from one drive to another. 

Step 10: By this data can be stored in a different manner by which data is retrieved in easier manner. 

By the proposed a new approach of algorithm model for data segregation challenges that generally occurs while 

data update occurs in large and fast in manner.  

Security Provision for this Model: As per the security provision for this model is considered as a supplement 

part, that will enable security as an integrated work, as model itself provides security as itself. When the new comes 

from the source point. The old data will go to the next level that is Nucleus point next orbit level called K then K     

N ,like wise actual data is going to move .So attackers cant attack data at single point  Whenever the data changes 

its position or it  moves from one orbit to another when a new data is been originated from the source point 

automatically the data will be moving so attackers will not find a point to attack . 

In another way of protecting the data, data encrypted through new block ciphering technique called Tigris block 

enciphering model .This model of block ciphering functions as other old ciphering models but differs in some areas 

like speed of operations that will highly support for the proposed model of data segregation 

In the proposed block enciphering methodology the message block is 128 bits and key length varies 192 bits, 

and 256 in number the ciphering key can be realized as 4*4 state matrix in every state matrix has 16 positions bytes 

and 4 main function basically. The proposed system follows the functions that was maintained by other block 

chipper does .The main feature of this enciphering technique is  it performs efficiently in security tasks in limited 

area resource handling. As our data in the orbit is limited at a time period this data can be considered for the 

proposed work. For high speed encryption tasks this block enciphering is recommended .As this block enciphers 

any data with high bandwidth and high speed. It can handle Big data security to encipher and decipher .As TIGRIS 

is tailor made to provide high volume and largely oppose the malicious attacks. As it provides complicated key 

generations ,it is very hard to break in .So Tigris block encipher will provide a large protection in all aspects [15].   

 

IX. CONCLUSION  

Data propagation from one level to another level based on the time condition is a new approach will levy the 

updated data confusions among the data users. Updated data is been generated at one point and old data will be 
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stored at another point. This will enhance the clear data segregation comparing with other models of data 

segregation based on time duration.  

  Future Enhancement  

This atomic ring model is a new algorithm recommended for data segregation at this level .This algorithm 

approach can implemented for time based sequence operations. This will provide better results, while 

implementing this algorithm. Security short comes are discussed in this paper an idea to execute in better in future. 

If threat level is increases to this model.  
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